
Electricity, Magnetism and Waves Vocabulary

static electricity – a stationary (not moving) 
electrical charge that is not moving

current electricity – the flow of electrons    
through a conductor

conductor -  a material that allows an electrical 
charge (usually electrons) to flow through it: a 
metal or an electrolyte 

insulator – a material that blocks the flow of 
electrical charge, usually a nonmetal

electron -  a subatomic particle with a negative 
electrical charge

proton – a subatomic particle with a positive 
electrical charge

coulomb - the SI unit of electric charge, equal to 
the quantity of electricity conveyed in one 
second by a current of one ampere; equal to 6 X 
10 electrons (-) or protons (+). 

ampere (amp) – the SI unit of electrical current, 
equal to  1 coulomb, or  6 X 10 electrons 
passing a point in one second

galvanometer – a device that detects and 
measures electrical current

resistor – an electrical device that opposes the 
flow of electrical current

battery – two or more electrical cells hooked 
together to produce electrical voltage

volt – the push behind the flow of electrical 
current produced by a difference in charge

ohm – the SI unit of electrical resistance

AC – (alternating current) electrical current in 
which the flow of electrons changes direction 

DC – (direct current) electrical current in which 
the electrons continually flow in the same 
direction

transformer – a device that changes electrical 
voltage

generator – a device that changes motion into 
electrical energy

motor – a device that changes electrical energy 
into motion

wave – a periodic disturbance that travels 
through physical space

transverse wave – a wave that oscillates at 
right angles to the axis along which it moves

longitudinal wave – a wave in which the 
particles of the medium through which it travels 
vibrate in the same direction as its direction of 
travel; eg: sound wave

wavelength – the distance from any point on a 
wave to the corresponding point on the next 
wave

amplitude – the maximum distance through 
which a wave oscillates (vibrates) from its rest 
position 

ultrasound – sound waves that are vibrating 
faster than 20,000 times per second (hertz)

hertz – the SI unit of frequency, equal to one 
cycle per second

reflection – the bouncing back of a ray of light, 
sound or heat when the ray hits a surface 
through which it doesn't pass

radiation – energy that is transferred as 
electromagnetic waves, such as visible or 
infrared light

infrared – radiation that is slightly longer than 
visible light on the em spectrum

opaque – blocking the passage of radiation

refraction – bending of a light ray as it passes 
from one medium to another 

total internal reflection – occurs when a wave 
strikes the boundary of a medium at an angle 
larger than the critical angle to the inner surface 
and is thus unable to escape from the medium.
fiber optics - the use of thin flexible fibers of 



glass or other transparent solids such as plastic 
to transmit light signals; chiefly for 
telecommunications or for internal examination 
of the body

polarized light - light waves in which the 
vibrations occur in a single plane. The process of 
transforming unpolarized light into polarized light 
is known as polarization. 

LASER - a device that generates an intense 
beam of coherent monochromatic light by 
stimulated emission of photons from excited 
atoms or molecules; used in cutting, in surgery,  
holography, reading bar codes, and in recording 
and playing compact discs. 

lens – a transparent material that refracts light 
waves

convex lens – a lens that is thicker in the middle 
and thinner at the edges; it causes light rays to 
converge (come together)

concave lens – lens that is thinner in the middle 
and thicker at the edges; it causes light rays to 
diverge (spread apart)

convex mirror -  a reflecting surface reflecting 
surface fashioned into a portion of a sphere in 
which its bulging side faces the source of light 

concave mirror – a mirror that is curved inward 
like the inside of a spoon

real image - a reflection of an object that exists 
regardless of whether an observer is present. It 
can be projected onto a screen. (In contrast, the 
image one sees in a flat mirror is not a real 
image, but rather a virtual image).

AM (amplitude modulation) – the modulation 
(changing) of the amplitude of a radio wave by 
varying voltage. Used in radio broadcasting, it is 
superimposed onto a carrier wave 

FM – the encoding of an electrical signal 
(modulation) onto a wave by varying the 
frequency of the wave; this requires a wider 
bandwidth than AM and is usually within the 
frequency of 88.5 – 108 Mhz.   

electromagnetic (em) spectrum – the scale of 

all of the types of em waves classified from the 
longest (radio) to the shortest (gamma radiation), 
progressing through microwaves, infrared, 
visible light, ultraviolet, x-rays and gamma rays

Doppler effect – the lengthening or shortening 
of sound or light waves produced by moving 
objects

RADAR – acronym for “radio detection and 
ranging”; a system for detecting the presence, 
direction, distance, and speed of aircraft, ships, 
and other objects, by sending out pulses of high-
frequency electromagnetic waves that are 
reflected off the object back to the source.
Doppler radar is a special type of radar that 
makes use of the Doppler effect to measure the 
speed of moving objects

microwaves - electromagnetic waves with a 
wavelength in the range 0.001–0.3 m, shorter 
than that of a normal radio wave but longer than 
those of infrared radiation. Microwaves are used 
in radar, in communications such as cell phones, 
and for heating in microwave ovens and in 
various industrial processes.

X-rays - an electromagnetic wave of high energy 
and very short wavelength, which is able to pass 
through many materials opaque to light

gamma rays – high energy electromagnetic 
radiation with wavelengths shorter than 
approximately one tenth of a nanometer

 


